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ABSTRACT

When presented with many relevant documents about a
controversial topic, humans do not always read and trust
them uniformly. Instead, they tend to follow and agree with
articles and sources that hold similar viewpoints as theirs, a
phenomenon known as confirmation bias. This suggests
that when acquiring additional knowledge about a
controversial topic, human biases and viewpoints about the
topic may affect what information is considered
trustworthy. We designed a user study to analyze various
factors that may help in learning about a controversial topic
without bias. In this paper, we study the impact of
presenting contrasting viewpoints on learning about
controversial claims. Our analysis shows that exposing
subjects to contrasting viewpoints helped them learn more
efficiently and reduce strongly-held biases.
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INTRODUCTION

The Internet has become one of the primary sources of
information in a variety of domains. Online news portals
are gaining popularity steadily over the last decade, and
traditional print media is losing ground. Patients and
caregivers search online for information about particular
diseases, share their medical history, and learn about
treatment options through web portals and health forums.
Students rely on online resources to complete assignments
in history, literature, and other subjects. In all these tasks,
naïve information seekers assume that the information
available online is accurate, trustworthy, and unbiased.
However, the Web is a mix of both well-curated, edited
content and unchecked, freelance content. Although the
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former is considered more trustworthy than the latter, it is
possible that some reputable sources have biased opinions
and support false claims. If online information seekers
relied only on these sources, they may get a biased view.
Consider a scenario where Alice, an Internet surfer, wants
to know how healthy the food in her child’s school cafeteria
is, and specifically if chocolate and flavored milk provided
in schools is a healthy food choice for her child. Depending
on the keywords she chooses to search about the topic, she
might encounter news about a recent ban of chocolate milk
in certain schools, or learn about health benefits of milk in
growing kids. She might find results from news media
organizations reporting on the ban, news reports on activist
groups actively encouraging milk consumption, or even
questions and answers from concerned parents interacting
via community-driven question answering services.
We wanted to study various factors that enable humans to
acquire additional information about controversial topics in
an unbiased fashion. We designed BiasTrust, a user study to
understand if the display of contrasting viewpoints and
source expertise helped users in this task. In this paper, we
present results gathered from the pre-study and post-study
surveys and feedback interviews, and show that subjects
learnt more about the controversial topics and reduced their
strong biases when contrasting viewpoints were shown.
RELATED WORK

Understanding what documents people read is related to
research in many fields. Psychologists have studied the
phenomenon of confirmation bias (Plous, 1993; Baron,
2000), which states that people tend to favor information
that confirms their beliefs, both in choosing what to read,
and in accepting or rejecting what they read. Similarly,
researchers in political science (such as Taber and Lodge,
2006) studied how people process information in a biased
fashion, i.e. how they uncritically accept supporting claims,
but argue against claims contrary to their beliefs.
Researchers have looked at aggregating information from
multiple sources to answer specific questions. Wu and
Marian (2007) studied how to collect information from
multiple sources over the Web, specifically to find answers
using corroborative evidence from multiple sources.

Gallard, Abiteboul, Marian, and Senellart (2010) looked at
collecting information from contrasting viewpoints. We
consider the next step, of how to present contrasting
viewpoints to enable users learn about the topic efficiently.
Researchers have also studied factors that influenced what
information users accessed and how they processed them.
This includes work on building tools to increase
transparency and credibility of Wikipedia articles (Pirolli,
Wollny, & Suh, 2009; Su, Chi, Kittur, & Pendleton, 2008)
that give users a clearer sense about what information is
credible and what is not. Pariser (2011) investigated the
notion of filter bubble, in which search engine personalize
results in such a way that users get to see only articles that
are similar to what they have already seen. This not only
encourages confirmation bias, but also hides contradictory
viewpoints. Our study tries to understand how to overcome
these shortcomings by presenting contrasting, yet credible
evidence to users. We believe that our work is the first to
study how contrasting viewpoints and source expertise
rating help users learn about controversial topics.
BIASTRUST: STUDY DESIGN

Deciding on truthfulness of controversial claims is basically
a learning task, where an inquisitive user tries to learn as
much as possible about the claim and assimilate all
evidence in support of or against the claim. However, as we
pointed out earlier, previous research by psychologists and
others have shown that users tend to access information that
supports their own viewpoints. We wanted to study if
presenting contrasting viewpoints side-by-side helps users
overcome this bias and learn more effectively.

stages were conducted online, while the feedback interview
was face-to-face. These four stages are explained below.
Stage 1: Pre-study questionnaire

The pre-study questionnaire was designed to measure the
subjects’ prior knowledge about the controversial topic.
Specifically, subjects were asked a few questions to help us
gauge their (lack of) knowledge and bias towards/against
important issues relevant to the topic.
Subjects answered the questions on a four-point Likert
scale. For the knowledge-related questions, they were asked
to indicate how much importance they gave to a few subtopics relevant to the topic of interest. The answers on the
Likert scale ranged from (i) ‘insignificant’ to (iv) ‘very
significant’. For bias-related questions, subjects were asked
about their opinion/preference for particular concepts. The
answers could range from (i) ‘strongly against’ to (iv)
‘strongly in favor of’ the issue. For all questions, the
subjects could also select the ‘I don’t know’ answer if they
did not know enough about the sub-topic being discussed.
For example, if the issue being discussed is whether
drinking milk is healthy for humans, the questionnaire
would include questions asking subjects if they were aware
of the issue of flavored milk being distributed in schools
(knowledge question) and if they believed flavored milk is
a healthy choice (bias question). By using knowledge and
bias related questions and limiting the nature of allowed
responses, we encouraged subjects to think about their
positions on many sub-topics related to the overall issue.
Stage 2: Study phase

We designed a system that retrieves relevant, trustworthy
documents about a controversial topic and helps users get
an unbiased perspective about the topic. In order to
optimize the design of how to present credible information
to users, we conducted a user study called BiasTrust. The
user study investigates various factors that may affect
which documents humans read and which ones they judge
as relevant and credible. This study would help us design
and improve interfaces for an automated claim verification
system that allows users to validate claims by reviewing
evidence for and against the claim.

Once the subjects’ responses to the pre-study questionnaire
were recorded, they were directed to the study phase. For
each relevant passage, subjects were shown the source of
the passage, the sub-topic the passage is closely related to,
and whether the passage was in favor or against the subtopic. In some interface variants, the contrasting viewpoints
were shown side-by-side; while in others, users had to proactively opt to see a passage from the contrasting viewpoint
as the next result. In some variants, the expertise rating of
the source was also shown to further help subjects decide if
they wanted to read the passage.

The user study was designed as a learning task, where users
were asked to learn as much as possible about a topic
within a stipulated time. This setup helped users decide
what is important for them to read, given the limited time,
and choose documents accordingly. We could then observe
their actions and study how various factors helped or
hindered them in this learning process. By choosing
controversial topics where there is a genuine evidence both
supporting and opposing the claims, we could understand
how preference-based factors affect the learning process.

For each passage that the subjects read, they were asked to
answer three questions about it, viz. did they agree with
what was being said in the passage; did they get any new
information; and did they believe the information was
biased with respect to the topic being discussed. These three
questions allowed us to quantify the perceived importance
of the passage. By first observing the subjects choose which
passages to read, and then analyzing their opinion about the
quality of the passage based on agreement, novelty, and
perceived bias, we could record how the passages helped
them learn about the topic.

The study was conducted in four stages, viz. (i) Pre-study
survey questionnaire, (ii) Study phase, (iii) Post-study
questionnaire, and (iv) Feedback interview. The first three

Subjects were asked to continue reading in this fashion until
they believed they had read enough about the topic.

Stage 3: Post-study questionnaire

Once the subjects decided to quit the study phase, they were
asked to respond to a series of questions about the topic.
This was similar to the set of topic-specific questions that
were posed during the pre-study questionnaire. The subjects
then wrote a short summary essay on what they learned.
They were also asked to give feedback on what interface
features helped them in their task and to suggest additional
features they would like to see in such a system.
Stage 4: Feedback interview

The final stage of the study was a face-to-face meeting and
debriefing session, conducted within a week of completion
of the online phases. Participants were debriefed about the
study and were informed about the factors that were being
studied. Participants could also provide additional feedback
about the system and suggest changes to improve the study.
SETTING UP THE USER STUDY
Data and Study topics

We enabled the study for two controversial issues, one from
the health domain and the other from politics. The primary
claims (“issues at hand”) corresponding to the topics were:
 Milk issue: Drinking milk is a healthy choice for humans.
 Energy issue: Alternate sources of energy are viable
alternatives to fossil fuels.
We chose these particular issues because they are fairly
similar in terms of biases they may invoke. We wanted
topics that are controversial, but also have scientific
evidence to justify either viewpoint. Notably, these issues
were different from other controversial issues, such as
euthanasia and right to life, that may provoke strong
emotional biases that are hard to overcome.
For each of the two issues we included in the study, we
collected over 350 snippets of text from ProCon.org1, a
nonpartisan, non-profit public charity website. The website
collects quotes and passages from people, organizations,
websites, and other sources relevant to the issue being
discussed. It groups the quotes based on relevant questions
or sub-topics within the issue, and categorizes them as pro
(in favor of the question being asked), con (against the
question being asked), or neither pro nor con.
User Profile and Interaction Summary

We invited volunteers to participate in the BiasTrust study
by announcing the study on mailing lists in many
departments within a large, diverse, public university; and
to members of the larger local community not affiliated to
the university. In all, 24 volunteers participated in the study,
and the average age of participants was 28.6 ± 4.9 years.
Overall, we collected information from 40 study sessions,
since most participants chose to take part in both tasks.
1

ProCon.org, http://www.procon.org/

The profile of how subjects interacted with the system was
similar for the two tasks. Typically, subjects took 7–10
minutes to complete each of the pre-study and post-study
questionnaires. On-an-average, they spent 26.5 minutes in
the study phase for each topic. During this time, they read
an average of 18.6 documents per session, but considered as
many as 31 documents, including those they chose to skip.
OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS
Extent of Learning

In this paper, we look at the learning task, and analyze if
exposure to contrasting viewpoints helped or hindered
learning about the controversial topics. We were able to
capture this based on subjects’ responses to the same
questions in the pre-study and post-study questionnaires.
Subjects learned about topics they did not know

In our study, the subjects tended to read more on topics they
did not know about, rather than read about topics they
already knew. In all, subjects self-reported not knowing
about a particular phenomenon or sub-topic on 86 occasions
(in about 10.8% cases). Out of these, the same subjects later
reported to have learned something about the sub-topic in
63 instances. This constitutes a learning rate of 73.26%.
We also observed that subjects were inquisitive about the
contrasting viewpoints, and read them both when the
passages were shown right next to each other. In
Vydiswaran, Zhai, Roth, and Pirolli (2012), we present
additional results on how explicitly showing contrasting
viewpoints and source expertise rating increases readership.
We conclude that these helped subjects overcome the
presentation bias.
Subjects changed strongly-held biases

The study also helped the subjects in moderating strong
biases towards the issues. At the start of the Milk study task,
subjects were asked if they considered milk to be a healthy
choice for humans. Most subjects overwhelmingly believed
it to be a very healthy choice. The average rating for milk
being a healthy food choice in pre-study survey was 4.55 ±
0.59 on a [1–5] Likert scale. However, after being exposed
to evidence about possible contamination of milk, added
chemicals, and adverse impact on health for certain
individuals, the average rating for milk as a healthy food
choice in the post-study survey reduced to 3.91±1.08. This
is a statistically significant change in previously held belief.
We also observed that inquisitive users who read more
contrasting viewpoints had a higher tendency to change
their biased opinion. Many subjects also mentioned this
explicitly in the essays they were asked to write in the poststudy stage. One subject wrote: “I did not know that milk
had so many worrisome factors caused due to mass-scale
production. I have to be more careful!”
On the Energy task, subjects were asked if they believed
alternate energy sources were viable alternatives to fossil
fuels. On-an-average, we did not find an overwhelming bias

for this issue. The average rating for this question in the
pre-study survey was 2.80 ± 0.51 on a [1-4] Likert scale,
which means most people believed that alternate energy
sources could replace just about significant portion of
power generated by fossil fuels. In the post-study survey,
we find that the optimism increased, but only slightly. The
average rating in post-study survey was 2.98 ± 0.55.
Issue at hand

Measure

I

D

Change

Type of questions: Bias questions
Milk

Variance

2

9

-31.0%

Energy

Variance

2

5

-27.9%

fossil fuels did not change significantly. However, subjects
with a strong bias against the issue demonstrated increased
knowledge about the viability of alternate energy sources,
and reduced their bias after the study phase.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we studied the factors that help users learn
about controversial topics via a user study. We find that
showing contrasting viewpoints helped them significantly
reduce strong biases in favor of or against topics and helped
them learn about new sub-topics in an unbiased fashion.
Going forward, we believe that the insights gathered from
this study will help us build more effective interfaces that
help users learn about and validate controversial claims.

Type of questions: Knowledge questions
Milk

Mean

7

2

+12.3%

Energy

Mean

8

5

+3.3%

Table 1. Effect of the study phase on responses to
knowledge and bias questions. I (D) denotes number of
questions in which the measure increased (decreased).
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